Canon Ir3025 Service Manual
Recognizing the pretentiousness ways to acquire this ebook canon ir3025 service manual is
additionally useful. You have remained in right site to start getting this info. get the canon ir3025 service
manual connect that we manage to pay for here and check out the link.
You could purchase guide canon ir3025 service manual or get it as soon as feasible. You could speedily
download this canon ir3025 service manual after getting deal. So, subsequently you require the ebook
swiftly, you can straight get it. Its correspondingly totally simple and ﬁttingly fats, isnt it? You have to
favor to in this proclaim

Adobe After Eﬀects 3.1 Indianapolis Adobe Systems Incorporated 1997 Written by the staﬀ of the
Adobe After Eﬀects product team, this book is the fastest, easiest way to learn and master Adobe After
Eﬀects and have it up and working in hours. The CD contains movies, clips, images, sounds, and type
used in tutorial ﬁles.
Heat and Thermodynamics Brijlal 2001-01-01
Javorek Complex Conditioning Istvan Javorek 2005-01-01 The author, who is well known in
conditioning circles, has penned a how to text that covers a wide spectrum of conditioning activities. The
book is well illustrated with many photos and is divided into 33 chapters. The ﬁrst ﬁve chapters give the
reader a background into the authors extensive experience as an athlete and coach along with a brief
history of strength and conditioning focusing on weightlifting. The next seven chapters focus on program
design and it is here that the authors European background becomes evident in the areas of warm-up,
general physical preparation and restoration.Chapters 13 thru 25 are the heart of the book and contain a
wide variety of strength and conditioning programs from novice to elite level. Many of the dumbbell
complexes and circuits have been made famous by the author over the years. Again the area of general
physical preparation is well addressed with many innovative exercise regimes. The trunk/torso routines
are very challenging in part due to the authors gymnastic background.Chapter 26 contains a listing of the
various exercises along with photos of each exercise. The author has a great variety of exercise
variations which the reader can use to add variety to any conditioning program. Over 200 variations of
dumbbell exercises and complexes are included.Chapters 27 thru 29 concentrate on competitive
weightlifting. Descriptions, technique progressions, novice and advanced programs are presented. The
next two chapters contain some innovative material on wheelchair training and at your desk training for
oﬃce workers. The author concludes with chapters on reconditioning and outlining a weight training
class.This is a "how to" text. The author does not include a lot of research material. This book will appeal
to anyone looking for innovative approaches to strength and conditioning. Its strength is in the areas of
general physical preparation and variety of routines for all ages, types and levels of ﬁtness.
PC Study Bible Biblesoft, Incorporated 1999-05-01 Bible versions: KJV, NIV, NKJV, ASV, NASB, NASU, LB,
RSV Exhaustive concordance for each Bible version Cross-references Dictionaries Encyclopedias
Commentaries Greek & Hebrew tools Word-study reference works Personal notes Bible study & reading
plan Bible outlines Maps Bible Photo CollectionSystem requirements: Windows( 95/98
Process Plant Machinery Heinz P. Bloch 1998-12-14 Process Plant Machinery provides the mechanical,
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chemical or plant engineer with the information needed to choose equipment best suited for a particular
process, to determine optimum eﬃciency, and to conduct basic troubleshooting and maintenance
procedures. Process Plant Machinery is a unique single-source reference for engineers, managers and
technical personnel who need to acquire an understanding of the machinery used in modern process
plants: prime movers and power transmission machines; pumping equipment; gas compression
machinery; and mixing, conveying, and separation equipment. Starting with an overview of each class,
the book quickly leads the reader through practical applications and size considerations into profusely
illustrated component descriptions. Where necessary, standard theory is expertly explained in shortcut
formulas and graphs. Maintainability and vulnerability concerns are dealt with as well. Fully updated with
all new equipment available Comprehensive Coverage Multi-industry relevance
One Peaceful World Michio Kushi 2017-01-25 No matter where we live or what language we speak,
food is an essential factor that shapes the way we think, feel, act, and respond to one another. In this
milestone book, Michio Kushi presents his vision for building world peace through a sane way of eating.
As the leader of the modern-day international macrobiotic movement, Michio has taught, lectured,
written, and worked steadily to achieve his view of the future a world in which all people can live in
harmony with nature and with one another. In 1987, he launched his One Peaceful World society, a
worldwide educational organization devoted to bringing about world peace through a new awareness of
the links between food and the emotions, natural law, history, and international order. This book lays the
foundation for One Peaceful World. It includes case studies throughout history in which macrobiotic diets
relieved conﬂict and sickness. It traces the rise of the organic and natural foods industry, to which Kushi
has been a notable contributor. It oﬀers menus and recipes, reference sources, and a wealth of
information that point the way to a new approach to diet and thought. And it recommends additional
actions that we can take to bring unity to the world. The book is divided into four parts. In Part 1, Kushi
details his early life in Japan during World War II, and his journey to macrobiotics under the guidance of
George Ohsawa. Part 2 delves into the cosmological and universal concepts behind macrobiotics,
including the importance of yin and yang. In Part 3, Kushi discusses the values that are essential to
creating One Peaceful World in modern times. And in Part 4, the author looks forward to a new world
government. One Peaceful World is an important and fascinating book for anyone committed to good
health, whole foods, and world peace. "
The Practical Pumping Handbook Ross C Mackay 2004-09-17 The Practical Pumping Handbook is a
practical account of pumping, piping and seals starting with basics and providing detailed but accessible
information on all aspects of the pumping process and what can go wrong with it. Written by an
acknowledged expert with years of teaching experience in the practical understanding of pumps and
systems. Aids understanding of pumps to minimize failures and time-out A practical handbook covering
the basics of the pumping process Written by an acknowledged expert
My Spirit Animal Is A Seahorse Bendle Publishing 2019-06-18 This Seahorse Quote Journal / Notebook
makes the IDEAL appreciation gift for any family members or friends. This Seahorse notebook features
110 blank pages and is 6 x 9 inches in size.
Parable of the Forgotten Simon Fenn 2010 Jarvis Langton is an unborn-again Christian living on the
fringe. He's not big on life and has tried to ﬁnish his own twice. Still, most mornings, he quite likes to sun
himself at Sydney's Royal Botanic Gardens. One morning he notices something winking at him from a
nearby bush. When he investigates he ﬁnds the dead body of his friend, Lady; a Thai transvestite. Jarvis
is not someone with his thoughts lined up in any reasonable order. It takes him a while to work out Lady
must have been murdered. It takes him longer to decide he's going to ﬁnd her killer - but once he does,
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the premonition that ﬁnding Lady's murderer will bring him his own end, happens in an instant. "Parable
of the Forgotten is a ﬁrst class, no rest-stop, brilliant, whirly gig!" Dr She Mackenzie Hawke, University Of
Sydney.
In company. Elementary : [Student's book with self-study CD-ROM] Simon Clarke 2007
Midnight Eclipse Melody Anne 2015-12-02 Pushed to the edge of darkness, Phoenix will ﬁnd out who her
true friends are in this exciting, frightening world she has now found herself so much more a part of than
she ever would have chosen to be. With the death of Vyco and everyone's beloved Chastity, as well as
the total annihilation of the West Coast of the United States, Phoenix has to come to terms with a brand
new world. Does she choose to ﬁght for the people, or should she save herself and those she loves most?
And why would Josiah choose her to be the new savior of the world? Johnathan has now aligned himself
to the dark side, and Phoenix ﬁnds herself devastated as he sinks into the darkness with Jessica by his
side. She's never been without her brother, and now that he seems to be the new leader of the darkest
forces, does she have no other choice other than to ﬁght against the one she loves the most? With
Jayden, Sadie and Brian by her side - the only constants in her life, she will ﬁght this evil that has
overtaken her planet and she will either die trying or she will manage to save the world. Little does
Phoenix know, though, that there's more forces against her than in her corner. Find out what decisions
Phoenix chooses to make in this exciting conclusion to the "Rise of the Dark Angel" Series by New York
Times best selling author Melody Anne, and co-written by break-out author Phoenix Lynn.
Ribbon stories (by lady Barker). lady Mary Anne Broome 1872
American Indians in the 1800s Roben Alarcon 2005-05-31 Congress passed the Indian Removal Act in
1830 with the intent of moving ﬁve large tribes to Indian Territory. The tribes could either move to the
reservations or assimilate. As settlers kept moving west, more and more tribes were encountered, and all
ultimately found themselves going to reservations. This new way of life was a vast change for the
Indians.
Rubank Intermediate Method - Saxophone Joseph E. Skornicka 1991-03-01 One of the most widely used
series of methods for individual or like-instrument class instruction. Using a very well-rounded approach
including scales, arpeggios, technical studies, studies for musicianship, articulation studies, solos, duets,
and studies devoted to the special needs of each instrument, this series provides a fantastic wealth of
material for all student musicians.
3D Madness! Michael Jones 1994 3D Madness! takes advantage of the growing interest in this area of
computer graphics. 3D Madness! includes lots of tips, tricks, and traps as well as a Top 100 Graphics
Techniques featured in the text and referenced in a jump table on the inside front cover. The CD-ROM is
ﬁlled with 3D software. The disk contains a subset of the material on the CD-ROM.
Mastering Power BI Chandraish Sinha 2021-09-11 Expert Choice to build Business Intelligence
landscapes and dashboards for Enterprises KEY FEATURES ● In-depth knowledge of Power BI,
demonstrated through step-by-step exercises. ● Covers data modelling, visualization, and implementing
security with complete hands-on training. ● Includes a project that simulates a realistic business
environment from start to ﬁnish. DESCRIPTION Mastering Power BI covers the entire Power BI
implementation process. The readers will be able to understand all the concepts covered in this book,
from data modelling to creating powerful - visualizations. This book begins with the concepts and
terminology such as Star-Schema, dimensions and facts. It explains about multi-table dataset and
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demonstrates how to load these tables into Power BI. It shows how to load stored data in various formats
and create relationships. Readers will also learn more about Data Analysis Expressions (DAX). This book
is a must for the developers wherein they learn how to extend the usability of Power BI, to explore
meaningful and hidden data insights. Throughout the book, you keep on learning about the concepts,
techniques and expert practices on loading and shaping data, visualization design and security
implementation. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ● Learn about Business Intelligence (BI) concepts and its
contribution in business analytics. ● Learn to connect, load, and transform data from disparate data
sources. ● Start creating and executing powerful DAX calculations. ● Design various visualizations to
prepare insightful reports and dashboards. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is for anyone interested in
learning how to use Power BI desktop or starting a career in Business Intelligence and Analytics. While
this covers all the fundamentals, it is recommended that the reader be familiar with MS-Excel and
database concepts. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Understanding the Basics 2. Connect and Shape 3. Optimize
your datamodel 4. Data Analysis Expressions (DAX) 5. Visualizations in Power BI 6. Power BI Service 7.
Securing your application
Physics for Degree Students B.Sc.First Year C L Arora 2010 For B.Sc I yr students as per the new
syllabus of UGC curriculum for all Indian Universities. The present book has two sections. Section I covers
1 which includes chapters on Mechanics, oscillations and Properties of Matter. Section II covers course 2
which includes chapters on Electricity, Magnetism and Electromagnetic theory.
Basic Principles of Design Manfred Maier 1980-10-01 Provides course descriptions and detailed
illustrations and outlines teaching methods for an art program oﬀered at the School of Design in Basel,
Switzerland
A Man with Five Children Nick Enright 2003 Gerry is a documentary ﬁlmmaker who, one day each year,
follows ﬁve children around with a camera. He shows the results annually on television. Yet for the
children who grow up under Gerry's (and the nation's) watchful eye, the experience creates its own
dynamic. Are the participants his subjects, his children, or his creations? What responsibility does a
storyteller have, to his subjects, his audience, and himself? How much does Gerry take? Does the
presence of the camera distort the lives it is supposed to be capturing? Spanning more than twenty
years, this play invites you into a world of fractured celebrity and distorted vision. (5 male, 4 female).
Power Plant Instrumentation and Control Handbook Swapan Basu 2019-06-09 Power Plant
Instrumentation and Control Handbook, Second Edition, provides a contemporary resource on the
practical monitoring of power plant operation, with a focus on eﬃciency, reliability, accuracy, cost and
safety. It includes comprehensive listings of operating values and ranges of parameters for temperature,
pressure, ﬂow and levels of both conventional thermal power plant and combined/cogen plants,
supercritical plants and once-through boilers. It is updated to include tables, charts and ﬁgures from
advanced plants in operation or pilot stage. Practicing engineers, freshers, advanced students and
researchers will beneﬁt from discussions on advanced instrumentation with speciﬁc reference to thermal
power generation and operations. New topics in this updated edition include plant safety lifecycles and
safety integrity levels, advanced ultra-supercritical plants with advanced ﬁring systems and associated
auxiliaries, integrated gasiﬁcation combined cycle (IGCC) and integrated gasiﬁcation fuel cells (IGFC),
advanced control systems, and safety lifecycle and safety integrated systems. Covers systems in use in a
wide range of power plants: conventional thermal power plants, combined/cogen plants, supercritical
plants, and once through boilers Presents practical design aspects and current trends in instrumentation
Discusses why and how to change control strategies when systems are updated/changed Provides
instrumentation selection techniques based on operating parameters. Spec sheets are included for each
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type of instrument Consistent with current professional practice in North America, Europe, and India Allnew coverage of Plant safety lifecycles and Safety Integrity Levels Discusses control and instrumentation
systems deployed for the next generation of A-USC and IGCC plants
Principles of Quantum Mechanics R. Shankar 2012-12-06 R. Shankar has introduced major additions
and updated key presentations in this second edition of Principles of Quantum Mechanics. New features
of this innovative text include an entirely rewritten mathematical introduction, a discussion of Timereversal invariance, and extensive coverage of a variety of path integrals and their applications.
Additional highlights include: - Clear, accessible treatment of underlying mathematics - A review of
Newtonian, Lagrangian, and Hamiltonian mechanics - Student understanding of quantum theory is
enhanced by separate treatment of mathematical theorems and physical postulates - Unsurpassed
coverage of path integrals and their relevance in contemporary physics The requisite text for advanced
undergraduate- and graduate-level students, Principles of Quantum Mechanics, Second Edition is fully
referenced and is supported by many exercises and solutions. The book’s self-contained chapters also
make it suitable for independent study as well as for courses in applied disciplines.
Adobe GoLive 5.0 2000 Showcases the Web design and publishing tool's updated features, covering
toolbars, palettes, site management tools, layout design, Cascading Style Sheets, and image maps.
PHP & MySQL: The Missing Manual Brett McLaughlin 2012-11-13 If you can build websites with CSS and
JavaScript, this book takes you to the next level—creating dynamic, database-driven websites with PHP
and MySQL. Learn how to build a database, manage your content, and interact with users. With step-bystep tutorials, this completely revised edition gets you started with expanded coverage of the basics and
takes you deeper into the world of server-side programming. The important stuﬀ you need to know: Get
up to speed quickly. Learn how to install PHP and MySQL, and get them running on both your computer
and a remote server. Gain new techniques. Take advantage of the all-new chapter on integrating PHP
with HTML web pages. Manage your content. Use the ﬁle system to access user data, including images
and other binary ﬁles. Make it dynamic. Create pages that change with each new viewing. Build a good
database. Use MySQL to store user information and other data. Keep your site working. Master the tools
for ﬁxing things that go wrong. Control operations. Create an administrative interface to oversee your
site.
R.I.C.H. in Preaching Antonio LaMar Torrence 2020-12-22 As many black churches attempt to become
welcoming spaces for LGBTQ people, preachers are navigating ways to develop sermons that are more
inclusive and welcoming. Pastors and ministers can begin transforming their congregations to become
extensions of Christ through preaching sermons about radical inclusive Christian hospitality (RICH). RICH
preaching encourages its hearers to embrace those of the queer community as neighbors deserving of
love, compassion, and healing.
Rough Guide to Sustainability Brian Edwards 2010 Designers, Visionaries and Other Storiesis a
compelling manifesto for change at a time of looming ecological crisis, mounting environmental
regulation, and limited sustainable design progress.Written by the leading sustainable design thinkers, t
The Tricontinental Revolution R. Joseph Parrott 2022-01-31 A major reassessment of the rise and
global impact of revolutionary Third World radicalism in the 1960s and 1970s.
Upon the Gardens of Epicurus William Temple 2004 Sir William Temple, diplomat, statesman, and writer,
retired to his garden in the 1680s and wrote what has become one of the key texts, not only of
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gardening, but also of the English aesthetic. It was he who introduced the idea of the charm of
irregularity, and who gave it the allegedly Chinese name sharawaggi. The English style of landscape
gardening can be traced in a direct line to this essay, which has not been in print for over 95 years.
Autodesk Revit 2018 MEP Fundamentals - Metric Units ASCENT - Center for Technical Knowledge
2017-04-13 To take full advantage of Building Information Modeling, the Autodesk(R) Revit(R) 2018 MEP:
Fundamentals student guide has been designed to teach the concepts and principles of creating 3D
parametric models of MEP system from engineering design through construction documentation. The
student guide is intended to introduce students to the software's user interface and the basic HVAC,
electrical, and piping/plumbing components that make the Autodesk Revit software a powerful and
ﬂexible engineering modeling tool. The student guide will also familiarize students with the tools required
to create, document, and print the parametric model. The examples and practices are designed to take
the students through the basics of a full MEP project from linking in an architectural model to
construction documents. Topics Covered Working with the Autodesk Revit software's basic viewing,
drawing, and editing commands. Inserting and connecting MEP components and using the System
Browser. Working with linked architectural ﬁles. Creating spaces and zones so that you can analyze
heating and cooling loads. Creating HVAC networks with air terminals, mechanical equipment, ducts, and
pipes. Creating plumbing networks with plumbing ﬁxtures and pipes. Creating electrical circuits with
electrical equipment, devices, and lighting ﬁxtures and adding cable trays and conduits. Creating HVAC
and plumbing systems with automatic duct and piping layouts. Testing duct, piping and electrical
systems. Creating and annotating construction documents. Adding tags and creating schedules. Detailing
in the Autodesk Revit software. Prerequisites This student guide introduces the fundamental skills in
learning the Autodesk Revit MEP software. It is highly recommended that students have experience and
knowledge in MEP engineering and its terminology.
A Quick Guide to API 653 Certiﬁed Storage Tank Inspector Syllabus Cliﬀord Matthews 2011-10-25 The API
Individual Certiﬁcation Programs (ICP) are well established in the oil/gas/petroleum industries. API runs
multiple examination sites around the world at 6-monthly intervals. The three main ICPs are: API 570:
Certiﬁed pipework inspector; API 510: Certiﬁed pressure vessel inspector; API 653: Certiﬁed storage tank
inspector. Reviews one of API's three main ICPs: API 653: Certiﬁed storage tank inspector Discusses key
deﬁnitions and scope, inspection regimes and testing techniques relating to tank design, linings, welds,
protection systems, repair and alteration API Individual Certiﬁcation Programs (ICP) are well established
in the oil/gas/petroleum industries
Elements of Properties of Matter DS Mathur 2008 The book is a comprehensive work on Properties of
Matter which introduces the students to the fundamentals of the subject. It adopts a unique 'ab initio'
approach to the presentation of matter- solids, liquids and gasses- with extensive usage of Calculus
throughout the book. For each topic, the focus is on optimum blend of theory as well as practical
application. Examples and extensive exercises solved with the logarithms reinforce the concepts and
stimulate the desire among users to test how far they have grasped and imbibed the basic principles. It
primarily caters to the undergraduate courses oﬀered in Indian universities.
The Story of the World Susan Wise Bauer 2006-11-30 Provides sample questions and answers,
recommended readings, maps, and activities.
Mechanics DS Mathur 2000-10 The book presents a comprehensive study of important topics in
Mechanics of pure and applied sciences. It provides knowledge of scalar and vector in optimum depth to
make the students understand the concepts of Mechanics in simple, coherent and lucid manner and
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grasp its principles & theory. It caters to the requirements of students of B.Sc. Pass and Honours courses.
Students of engineering disciplines and the ones aspiring for competitive exams such as AIME and
others, will also ﬁnd it useful for their preparations.
Take Care of Your Clothing 1919
Bridges and Steel Structures [microform] Dominion Bridge Company 2021-09-09 This work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Refresher Course in B.Sc.Physics ( Vol . II) C L Arora 2010 REVISED AS PER UGC MODEL CURRICULUMN
FOR B.Sc. (PASS/HONS.) OF ALL INDIAN UNIVERSITIES
Prince2 Foundation Training Manual Van Haren Publishing 2017-01-15 Thank you for reading our
PRINCE2 Foundation Training Manual. The main objective of this book is to provide an easy-to-read and
easy-to-understand PRINCE2(R) Foundation training manual. The oﬃcial PRINCE2 manual, "Managing
Successful Projects with PRINCE2," is an excellent reference manual, but it is not a training manual and
should not be used as one, as it is very diﬃcult to comprehend and understand if you are new to project
management. The oﬃcial PRINCE2 manual also covers the complete Practitioner Syllabus, and it's
impossible to know which parts are just focused on the PRINCE2 Foundation syllabus, so you have to read
everything, which is not good if you are just studying for the foundation exam. Henceforth, this book is
meant to be (and is) an easy introduction to PRINCE2 based on the Foundation syllabus, and it's quickly
becoming the most read book for people wishing to learn about PRINCE2 and prepare for the foundation
exam.
Seduced by Secrets Kristie Macrakis 2008-03-17 More fascinating than ﬁction, Seduced by Secrets takes
the reader inside the real world of one of the most eﬀective and feared spy agencies in history. The book
reveals, for the ﬁrst time, the secret technical methods and sources of the Stasi (East German Ministry
for State Security) as it stole secrets from abroad and developed gadgets at home, employing universal,
highly guarded techniques often used by other spy and security agencies. Seduced by Secrets draws on
secret ﬁles from the Stasi archives, including CIA-acquired material, interviews and friendships, court
documents, and unusual visits to spy sites, including "breaking into" a prison, to demonstrate that the
Stasi overestimated the power of secrets to solve problems and created an insular spy culture more
intent on securing its power than protecting national security. It recreates the Stasi's secret world of
technology through biographies of agents, defectors, and oﬃcers and by visualizing James Bond-like
techniques and gadgets. In this highly original book, Kristie Macrakis adds a new dimension to our
understanding of the East German Ministry for State Security by bringing the topic into the realm of
espionage history and exiting the political domain.
GO! with Microsoft Access 2013 Comprehensive Shelley Gaskin 2013-06-25 This is the eBook of the
printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
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packaged with the bound book. For use in the Oﬃce Applications course. This book is also suitable for
students and individuals seeking an introduction to Microsoft Access 2013. The primary goal of the GO!
Series, aside from teaching computer applications, is ease of implementation, with an approach that is
based on clearly deﬁned projects. Teaching and Learning Experience This program will provide a better
teaching and learning experience—for you and your students. Here’s how: Personalize Learning: MyITLab
delivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that personalize
learning, and comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to
helping students and instructors achieve their goals. Engage Students with a Project-Based Approach:
GO!’s project-based approach teaches students to solve real problems as they practice and learn the
features. Motivate Students with Clear Instruction: Based on professor and student feedback, this text
has been designed to oﬀer clear instruction for full student comprehension. Teach the Course You Want
in Less Time: The GO! series’ one-of-a kind instructional system provides you with everything you need
to prepare for class, teach the material, and assess your students.
Coﬀee Story Majka Burhardt 2018-09 A food crop. Its nation. Their new history. Coﬀee Story: Ethiopia, a
tale from the country where coﬀee began. It's the twenty-ﬁrst century and Ethiopia, in the global
consciousness, is shedding its history of drought, famine, and war. It's doing so by embracing the
heritage and potential of its deﬁning crop, coﬀee, a plant ﬁrst accounted for in legend more than three
thousand years ago and that now ranks among the world's ten most-valued commodities. Coﬀee Story:
Ethiopia is the recounting of that process: a visual and narrative tale of opportunity, resources,
education, and tradition.
The American Medical Association Family Medical Guide American Medical Association 1987 Gives the
latest information on the symptoms, risks and treatment of over 650 diseases and disorders, plus
disgnostic symptom charts.
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